
Last week we dipped into Anthony de Mello’s book called ‘Awareness’. 

His radical theology of acceptance has helped people around the world 

to find release from the stagnating grip of guilt so that lasting change 

can take place. From today’s menu of readings, I freely accept that I’m 

immediately drawn towards the Parable of the Sower. I prefer the 

pleasant pastoral scene set by Jesus of a Middle Eastern farmer 

liberally, universally scattering seed wherever they walk. No one is 

excluded from the possibility of blessing and growth. This parable must 

be particularly important as it features pretty much word-for-word in 

Matthew, Mark and Luke, the Synoptic Gospels. Perhaps then this 

spoonful of sugar can help the medicine of Paul’s pithy epistle to go 

down a little easier. We’ll see. 

The opening statement in today’s portion follows on from the very 

human, painfully familiar spiritual struggle between temptation and 

conscience. ‘There is therefore now no condemnation’. We heard 

those words sung as we gathered this morning and we’ll sing them 

again in our final hymn written by Charles Wesley. But hang on a 

second, so that implies there was condemnation in the past. And who 

was doing the condemning, the God we know as Love? And what was 

it about the flesh, our unique and fanastically complex embodied 

selves, that was being condemned? While the Parable of the Sower at 

first seems unmetered and inclusive, Paul paints a very different kind 

of relationship between God and Creation. flavoured by partisan words 

that exclude – ‘There is therefore now no condemnation for those 

who are in Christ Jesus.’ 

 



So then, is Paul placing those amazingly generous, loving agnostic or 

atheist medics, carehome workers and high profile HS2 protesters in 

God’s crosshairs? ‘If the Spirit of him who raised Jesus from the dead 

dwells in you…’ Perhaps my own occasional unspiritual slip-ups puts 

me in fairly and squarely in the firing line too. 

Whereas some sermons come relatively easily, others involve poking a 

sleeping snake with a stick. All these questions about condemnation 

are me simply trying to verbalise the kind of inner wrestling that Paul 

was encouraging in his own early band of Jesus followers in Rome. 

The prickly rhetoric in a lot of Pauline epistles is there for a reason – 

we just need suitable gloves to handle it properly. It’s no wonder we 

prefer a far less challenging prospect of an accessible Jesus parable. 

As any fruit’n’veg gardener knows that soil preparation is everything. 

As the horrific scale of the Covid pandemic began to emerge, Anita 

and I thought we might have to ‘dig for victory’, growing much of what 

we were going to eat this year. No one told us we had to do it – a 

growing sense of alarm that our food choices might become very 

limited was encouragement enough. We looked at our weedy 

wilderness garden with different eyes, seeing the possibilities for a little 

more self-sufficiency that lay unused in the earth. Since then we’ve 

sunk many hours of sweaty work into turning the Rectory garden into 

four productive plots. As a result, there are runner beans and radishes 

and spuds in the offing, to name but a few. We could have easily 

followed the Sower’s haphazard lead in Jesus’ timeless parable but the 

unkempt land would have produced precious little in return. 



The Parable of the Sower can only be truly inclusive if the spiritual soil 

of human hearts has already been prepared to receive it. And I believe 

that’s where the likes of St Paul comes in. 

I’m often frustrated by my own reactions to Paul. They have been 

rather warped and twisted from witnessing some Christian 

organisations forming his words into self-righteous spiritual massage 

therapy sessions. As a result it can be hard to accept what Paul is 

saying when all we hear is ‘God loves you very much as long as 

you…’. So it’s only fair that we give Paul a fairer hearing. 

Most importantly, I think that condemnation is a very unhelpful – no 

bad – translation of the Greek word, ‘katakrima’. Condemnation, 

whether now or in the past, has connotations of a black-capped judge 

dishing out capital punishment from which there is no chance for 

repentance and restoration. As those of you who know anything about 

my theology, I do not believe the God I am serving is some kind of 

dormant volcano that’s kept from erupting because Jesus died on the 

cross. ‘Katakrima’ is better translated as penalty or forfeit. No more 

‘Katakrima’ only makes sense if our God of love has graciously freed 

us from those penalties and forfeits that our own guilty consciences are 

so quick to impose. 

Laws of the land should exist to keep everyone safe rather than merely 

‘in line’. Those who follow Christ are just as subject to speed cameras 

as those who don’t. But when we surrender and become vulnerable to 

fulfiling God’s law of love, we find it resetting our moral compasses. 

Not only are we better at avoiding illegal, hurtful action, we are also 

better equipped to criticise unjust human laws that injure our 

neighbours. 



Yes, we’re in no way immune from getting things wrong, the 

temptations of the flesh getting one over on the Spirit’s good order. But 

the biggest penalty faced by those who belong to Christ is forgiveness 

and the chance to try again. 

I don’t see the parable of the sower as a once-in-a-lifetime chance in 

which there is no real hope for the stony hearted, the impetuous or the 

financially fearful. The sower will keep on sowing until there are no 

more seeds left. There is still time for those paths, rocky outcrops, 

thorns and thistles that lurk within the corners of our souls to be dug 

over once more so that the harvest of divine love can ripen and be 

properly shared. 

I’m well aware that today’s lectionary cocktail may seem pretty 

indigestible in a 10 minute block. Last week was a bit easier to 

stomach as we stood on the outside observing Paul’s moment of inner 

crisis. Stick with it. In the week ahead, allow both Paul’s tricky Epistle 

and the immediacy of the Gospel parable to gently percolate together. 

Who knows, we may catch a glimpse of the Holy Spirit stirring up the 

brew, revealing startling new insights on the humdrum of daily life that 

we would have otherwise completely missed out on. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


